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Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) has been actively researched through various

approaches, including computational techniques. A review on basic elements of TCM is

provided to illuminate various challenges and progresses in its study using computational

methods. Information on various TCM formulations, in particular resources on databases

of TCM formulations and their integration to Western medicine, are analyzed in several

facets, such as TCM classifications, types of databases, and mining tools. Aspects of com-

putational TCM diagnosis, namely inspection, auscultation, pulse analysis as well as TCM
omputational methods

raditional Chinese Medicine

ata and text mining

nowledge discovery

urvey

expert systems are reviewed in term of their benefits and drawbacks. Various approaches

on exploring relationships among TCM components and finding genes/proteins relating to

TCM symptom complex are also studied. This survey provides a summary on the advance

of computational approaches for TCM and will be useful for future knowledge discovery in

this area.

knowledge for expert systems, a second diagnostic opinion
. Introduction

raditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) is a range of medical
ractices used in China for more than four millenniums, a
reasure of Chinese people. TCM has also been recognized as
popular complementary and alternative medicine in West-

rn countries because Chinese medicine is generally extracted
rom natural products without artificial additives which cre-
tes mild healing effects and incurs fewer side effects. TCM
heory is based on philosophical frameworks such as the The-
ry of Yin-Yang and Five Elements, the human body meridian
ystems and the Zang Fu Theory. According to holistic view-
oint of TCM, the human body is constantly interacting with

he environment, hence combinatorial signs of disharmony in
he external and internal environment of a person are consid-
red in understanding, preventing, and treating diseases. TCM
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diagnostics and treatments are popular in East Asia as their
costs are much lower than Western approaches which require
sophisticated equipment or extensive chemical processing.

Computational methods for TCM allow researchers to
identify required information more efficiently, discover new
relationships which are obscured by merely focusing on West-
ern medicine, and bridge the gaps between Western Medicine
and TCM. Data mining, including text mining and knowledge
discovery, promises a solution for dealing with informa-
tion overloading. Data mining techniques have been used
to explore active ingredients in the effective TCM formula-
tions for individual diseases. Moreover, by creating formalized
.ac.uk (Y. He), asschui@ntu.edu.sg (S.-C. Hui).

may be obtained.
With the increasing acceptance of TCM in Western medical

field, it is important to highlight their differences and similar-

erved.
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in the context of overall usability and, if available, integra-
tion with other databases or approaches such as Western
medicine. A list of TCM formulation databases is given in
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ities. In this way, biomedical mining of TCM can be focused on
problems addressable by TCM but not by Western medicine.
Modern Western medicine attempts to identify the individual
factors contributing to illness, such as bacteria and viruses. On
the other hand, TCM views the causes of illness as symptoms
of diseases. Diseases are regarded as the result of abnormal
interactions or imbalances in human system. This can be
explained in a way that if a particular organ is unhealthy, it
will be vulnerable to external invasion such as heat, cold, etc.
Since functional imbalance and specific manifestations of dis-
ease are differentiated as syndrome, the concept of syndrome
differentiation is important in the TCM diagnostics [1].

In TCM formulations, the balance and interaction of all the
components are regarded as more important than the effect
of individual component, which is in contrast to the princi-
ple of Western medicine. This is because other components
may be added to the TCM formulation to suit the patient’s Yin
and Yang conditions or to nullify the toxicity or side effects
of the main components. Nonetheless, there are also similar-
ities between the Western medicine and TCM. For example,
the interactions between the clinically active molecules of
Western medicine or TCM and their biological targets at the
molecular level are the foundation of disease treatment.

This study is aimed to survey the TCM data sources avail-
able hitherto and to illustrate the progress of biomedical mining
for TCM using computational approaches. A brief presentation
on TCM elements is included to assist readers in under-
standing the rationales of various computational techniques
for TCM. The foci of numerous computational approaches
reviewed herein address issues in TCM formulations and TCM
diagnosis. Knowledge base grid applications in TCM are also
discussed as they are highly desirable for future research on
TCM. Finally, the paper concludes with a discussion on future
trends.

2. Elements of TCM

In TCM, human body is balanced by two opposite cosmo-
logical forces, they are Yin and Yang as shown in Fig. 1.
Disturbance of Yin results in internal dysfunction, whereas
Yang is the external causing agents including climatic, infec-
tious, and contagious. The relationships between Yin and
Yang are typified by the Five Elements, which are Wood,
Fire, Earth, Metal, and Water. Each of these five elements,
interacting and counterbalancing one another, represents
respective aspects of TCM, namely organs, tastes, human
sounds, emotions, etc. In accordance to the Zang Fu Theory,
heart, liver, spleen, lung, kidney, and pericardium are clas-
sified as the Zang organs, whereas the Fu organs comprise
small intestine, large intestine, stomach, gall bladder, and
urinary bladder. A brief knowledge on these is required for
understanding the rationales and various approaches of TCM,
consisting of TCM formulations, diagnostic processes, and
treatments.

TCM formulations generally consist of complex mixtures of

several, many times more than 20 various herbal plant parts
and sometimes animal parts. In fact, almost 83% of 5500 nat-
ural sources of TCM listed in the last encyclopedia (1977) are
derived from plants [2]. Herbal plants contain plethora of natu-
b i o m e d i c i n e 8 8 ( 2 0 0 7 ) 283–294

ral products which are abundant sources of active compounds
for treating diseases. The advantage of natural products over
synthetic compounds lies in their inherently large-scale struc-
tural diversity.

TCM diagnostic processes are based on four methods:
inspection, auscultation and olfaction, inquiring, and palpa-
tion [3]. In the inspection approach, TCM practitioners observe
abnormal changes in the patient’s vitality, color, appearance,
secretions and excretions. The vital signs encompass eyes,
tongue, facial expressions, general and body surface appear-
ance. The inter-relationship between the external part of the
body such as face and tongue and the internal organ(s), is
used to assist TCM practitioners to predict the pathological
changes of internal organs. Auscultation refers to listening of
the patient’s voice, breathing, and coughing and is used to
judge the pathological changes in the interior of the patient’s
body, whereas olfaction refers to smelling of secretion or excre-
tion products. Inquiring or interrogating is to query patient’s
family history, feelings in various aspects, such as chills and
fever, perspiration, appetite and thirst, as well as pain in term
of its nature and locality. Palpation approach involves pulse
diagnosis.

The TCM treatment techniques include acupuncture and
moxibustion, massage therapy, Qigong, surgery, breathing
exercise, and TCM formulations.

This survey focuses on the computational approaches to
TCM formulation and diagnosis processes including inspec-
tion, auscultation and olfaction, inquiring, and palpation.

3. TCM herbs and formulations

TCM formulations can be classified in accordance to several
categories, namely The Four Natures, The Five Tastes and The
Channel Tropisms1. The Four Natures are related to the degree
of Yin and Yang, ranging from cold (extreme Yin), cool, neu-
tral semi-warm to hot (extreme Yang). The Five Tastes of TCM
formulations are pungent, sweet, sour, bitter, and salty. The
of Channel Tropism refer to the target organs. In this section,
we provide a list of various databases useful for studying TCM
herbs and formulations. We also discuss a significant chal-
lenge in TCM herbs and formulations mining, named entity
recognition, followed by numerous data and text mining tools
developed so far.

3.1. Databases

To answer the challenge of acceptance and development of
TCM due to the lack of comprehensive understanding on TCM
progression and disease treatment at the molecular level,
thorough data on TCM formulations are required. An ideal
database should allow efficient data mining. This section
attempts to analyze a number of TCM formulation databases
Table 1. They were chosen mainly due to their popularity and

1 http://www.51qe.cn/pic/30/11/76/022.htm.

http://www.51qe.cn/pic/30/11/76/022.htm
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Fig. 1 – The relationships among various TCM elements.

Table 1 – Databases of TCM herbs and formulation

Databases Descriptions URL or references

Acupuncture.com.au Classification of TCM formulations based on
their actions

http://www.acupuncture.com.au/
education/herbs/herbs.html

Dictionary of Chinese Herbs Disease-specific TCM formulations, toxicity and
side effects

http://alternativehealing.org/
Chinese herbs dictionary.htm

Plants For a Future TCM herbs with their potential side effects,
physical characteristics, and medicinal usages
substantiated by relevant scientific citations

http://www.pfaf.org

3D structural database of biochemical components TCM herbs with basic molecular properties,
optimized 3D structures, the herbal origin with
English and Latin names, and clinical effects

Qiao et al. [4,5]

Traditional Chinese Medicine Database (TCMD) Information on Chinese medicines, original
plants and bioactive compounds

He et al. [6]

TCM Knowledge Base Grid TCM medicine database, traditional Chinese
drug database, TCM literature databases,
traditional Tibetan drug database

http://www.cintcm.com

TCM drugs information system Chinese herb database, Chinese patent medicine
database, effective components database of

s, Ch
datab
ase

Qiao et al. [4]
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A 3D structural database of the biochemical components
extracted from TCM herbs is also available [4,5]. The active
compounds discovered from TCM formulations can be used as
Chinese herb
prescription
recipe datab

he evidence found in the literature that various data mining
asks have already been successfully performed on them.

Acupuncture.com.au provides a list of TCM formulations
rouped in accordance to their actions. Inclusion of both
he English and Chinese names of TCM herbs is use-
ul in cross-studying TCM herbs using traditional and

odern experimentations. Moreover, their tastes and contra-
ndications are also recorded.

The Dictionary of Chinese Herbs provides information on the
oxicity and side effects of TCM herbs. It also includes treat-

ents and samples of TCM formulas for diseases such as

ancer, dengue fever, diabetes, and hepatitis B. A compilation
n TCM herbs which are not compatible with certain drugs,
ontaining 66 pairs of incompatible TCM herbs and drugs as of
November 2006, is also included. This provides biochemical
inese medical dietotherapy
ase, and Chinese medical

explanations for the incompatibility of TCM herbs and drugs
to the drug designers.

The Plants For a Future database allows retrieving TCM
herbs with specific medicinal usage. For example, a query
on Rehmannia glutinosa returns information on its com-
mon/Romanized Chinese name,2 potential side effects,
physical characteristics, and medicinal usages substantiated
by relevant scientific citations.
2 Search can also be performed using common names in addition
to Latin names.

http://www.acupuncture.com.au/education/herbs/herbs.html
http://www.acupuncture.com.au/education/herbs/herbs.html
http://alternativehealing.org/Chinese_herbs_dictionary.htm
http://alternativehealing.org/Chinese_herbs_dictionary.htm
http://www.pfaf.org
http://www.cintcm.com
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probes to identify treatment target and proteomic functions.
The database comprises 10,564 herbal component records
and 2073 TCM herbs entries of 296 families. Detailed infor-
mation such as basic molecular properties, optimized 3D
structures, the herbal origin with English and Latin name,
and clinical effects are included. A potential usage of such
a 3D database includes design of new drug through finding
the common structural characteristics among bioactive com-
ponents extracted from TCM herbs with same curative effects
on a particular disease.

The Traditional Chinese Medicine Database (TCMD) [6] was
constructed mainly from the book “Traditional Chinese
Medicines: Molecular Structures, Natural Sources and Appli-
cations” [7]. The authors attempted to relate TCM to Western
medicine. The overall TCMD organization comprises Chinese
medicines, original plants, and bioactive compounds. It stores
more than 1540 species of herbs or natural products used as
TCM and 6800 molecular compounds isolated from plants,
herbs, animals and fungi.

There are other databases not specifically for TCM herbs
or formulations, but it is possible to retrieve relevant infor-
mation on TCM herbs or formulations from them. A list
of online TCM databases can also be found in Ref. [8].
Besides those databases, the Information Institute of TCM
Academy3 has provided several large-scale databases used
in TCM Knowledge Base Grid [9] such as patient record
database, TCM medicine database, traditional Chinese drug
database, TCM literature databases, traditional Tibetan drug
database, etc. TCM Knowledge Base Grid will be discussed in
Section 6. A TCM drugs information system based on net-
works of five large databases has also been developed [4].
It includes Chinese herb database, Chinese patent medicine
database, effective components database of Chinese herbs,
Chinese medical dietotherapy prescription database, and Chi-
nese medical recipe database.

3.2. Named entity recognition (NER)

The concept of a named entity was first introduced at the
Message Understanding Conference (MUC) [10]. Named entity
defines some informative words, such as disease names,
organ names, as information units in text. Recognition of
named entity is aimed to further extract relationships and
other information by identifying the key ideas or concepts.
Approaches to NER include dictionary-based (lexicon-based),
rules-based, machine learning and statistical approaches, and
hybrid approaches.

The word segmentation problem in Chinese makes the
NER problem harder as an error in the word segmentation
step may lead to errors in NER results [11]. The char-based
NER, which bypasses the word segmentation step [12,13], may
be able to solve the problem. Although there exists a Uni-
fied Traditional Chinese Medical Language System (UTCMLS),

which provides large-scale ontology for TCM entities [14],
simple text-matching algorithm is still insufficient to ful-
fill the NER task. The same word, phrase, and expression
may have multiple context-dependent meanings. To deal with

3 http://www.cintcm.com.
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one-term-multiple-concepts, the term from alphabet can be
eliminated and only the expressions for detailed concepts are
reserved [15].

On the other hand, many TCM entities have several names.
This is because the fundamental principles of TCM are based
on several schools of thought, which are not necessarily uni-
form. To deal with the multiple-terms-one-concept case, Li
et al. [15] only reserve the definition for the uniformed con-
cept. The standard syndrome-name database aims to deal with
the problem that a syndrome was assigned with different
names by different TCM practitioners [1]. Generally, a standard
syndrome name always includes minimal a key element indi-
cating the disease occurrence site (such as lung and heart) and
another key element on disease causes or pathological causes
(such as wind, cold, dampness, etc.). As there is no standard-
ized guidance for translation of TCM entities from Chinese to
English, NER is further complicated. Some traditional terms,
definitions or expressions have resulted in semantic ambigui-
ties, hence efficient techniques for disambiguation need to be
studied.

3.3. Mining tools for TCM herbs and formulations

The currently available data mining tools for TCM herbs and
formulations are insufficient for addressing the challenges of
overgrowing TCM data in numerous databases. Table 2 sum-
marizes some of the data mining tools for TCM formulations.

A text mining system MeDisco/3T (Medical Discover for
Traditional Treatment inTelligence) was developed to mine the
TCM herbal knowledge from TCM literature [16]. MeDisco/3T
extracts structured TCM formulation information such as TCM
herbal names, Chinese herbal medicine components, and effi-
cacy description from literature based on the bootstrapping
approach which iteratively produces new seeds and patterns
using a small set of initial seeds. The average name extraction
precision using bootstrapping achieves over 95%. After that,
the association rule mining algorithm, Apriori [19], is used
to analyze the TCM formulation data, in which the frequent
Chinese herbal medicine pairs and Chinese herbal medicine
family combinations are found. The principle used for classifi-
cation is due to the fact that all the clinical TCM formulations
used in TCM can be classified by its efficacy. More than 18,000
TCM formulations are stored and studies on frequent herbal
pairings have been conducted.

Cao et al. [17] developed an ontology-based system for
extracting knowledge on TCM drugs and formulations from
semi-structured text. Different from named entities which
define some informative words, such as disease names,
organ names, as information units in text, an ontology is
a specification of the concepts and relationships. The sys-
tem comprises two parts: an executable knowledge extraction
language (EKEL) for specifying knowledge-extracting agents
and a support machine for executing EKEL programs. They
also developed a TCM formulation ontology from a list of
textbooks, codices, encyclopedias and dictionaries. Using
their system, knowledge of more than 2710 traditional Chi-

nese drugs and 5900 traditional Chinese formulations can be
obtained.

Zhang et al. [18] proposed a compound innovation method
which integrates the possibility construction space theory and

http://www.cintcm.com
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Table 2 – Data mining tools for TCM formulations and their approaches.

System Approaches References

MeDisco/3T TCM-related information extraction based on bootstrapping and frequent
itemset mining using the Apriori algorithm

Zhou et al. [16]

Ontology learning system Extracting knowledge on TCM drugs and formulations from semi-structured
text

Cao et al. [17]

Compound innovation method Possibility construction space theory and TCM formulation theory are
integrated to design a novel TCM compound

Zhang et al. [18]
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TCMiner Frequent pattern mining, ass
patterns and rules mining

he TCM formulation theory in order to design a novel TCM
ompound. Prior to the application of the compound innova-
ion method, similarities between two individual drugs need
o be measured based on the TCM formulation characteristics,
uch as their natures and tastes, as well as the drug targets and
unctions.

TCMiner is a data mining system developed using Delphi to
nalyze TCM prescriptions [15]. The implemented algorithms
nclude frequent pattern mining, association rules generation,
nd frequent closed patterns and rules mining. In their perfor-
ance study, the authors claimed that their frequent patterns
ining and association rules generation algorithms outper-

ormed FP-Growth and Apriori, respectively [20].

. TCM diagnosis

s mentioned earlier in Section 2, TCM diagnosis gen-
rally comprises four approaches: inspection, auscultation
nd olfaction, inquiring, and palpation. Since the results of
CM diagnosis may vary among individuals due to different
xperience and environmental factors [21], a computational
pproach for assisting TCM diagnosis will be much sought
fter. We focus our review on computational methods devel-
ped for inspection, auscultation, and pulse analysis, which is
part of palpation. Furthermore, we also discuss expert sys-

ems for TCM diagnosis, which mostly encompasses the four
spects of TCM diagnostics.

.1. Inspection

n the diagnosis through inspection, a patient’s tongue color
s among those features traditionally observed. According to
CM principles, different portions of tongue reveal the health

nformation of the corresponding internal organs of a human
ody. For example, the tip of the tongue reveals the heart
nd lung conditions whereas the middle tongue discloses the
onditions of the spleen and stomach. Tongue image analy-
is has also been used to evaluate the therapeutic effects of
CM formulations [22]. Attempts to develop computational
isualization techniques for tongue analysis are still at an
arly stage of development, but works have been in progress.
he relationship between some diseases and abnormalities in
he patient’s tongue and tongue coating has been substanti-
ted by clinical evidence, for example the association between
he various viscera cancers and the changes of color, coating,
egree of wetness and coarseness, shape and dorsum shape
ion rules generation, frequent closed Li et al. [15]

of the tongues [23], has motivated the development of various
tongue visualization techniques.

There are several issues to be addressed in computerized
tongue image analysis. The methods to capture the tongue
image, followed by effective segmentations of the tongues
and calibrations of their colors need to be considered. Gener-
ally, two kinds of quantitative features, chromatic and textural
measures, are extracted from tongue images. Selection and
representation of tongue image features are the next issues
to be tackled with. In the early studies, charge-coupled device
(CCD) cameras were used to capture the tongue images and an
red, green, blue (RGB) model was used to represent the colors
[24]. The next problem is the fuzzy characteristics of the data
itself. The more recent approaches used so far to address these
problems include fuzzy theory [25], neural networks [26], par-
allel coordinate visualization [23], Bayesian networks [27,28],
and integrations of them.

4.1.1. Tongue property identification
Since the color property alone is insufficient to reveal much
information on the tongue coating, a computerized tongue
examination system (CTES) exploiting chromatic and textural
algorithm was developed to quantize the tongue properties
[24]. The chromatic algorithm, which is based on the hue, sat-
uration, luminance (HSL) color model, serves to identify the
colors of the tongue and the thickness of its coating, whereas
the textural algorithm functions in detecting the grimy coat-
ing. CTES identifies five colors (i.e. whitish, light red, regular
red, maroon, and purple) from the substance and three col-
ors (i.e. white, light yellow, and yellow) from the coating.
The formulae of some spatial gray-tone dependency matri-
ces (SGTDM)-based textural features such as angular second
moment (ASM), contrast, correlation, variance and entropy are
used to determine the textural-related property of tongue. The
author reported that the overall classification correctness of
the system exceeded 86%. The limitation of this study is the
difficulty of identifying the properties of wetness and dryness
on the tongue by the computer, which can be easily done by
TCM practitioners.

4.1.2. Segmentation
Simple segmentation methods are limited by the weak edge
of tongue and the details on the tongue’s surface, hence a

unique segmentation method based on the combination of
the watershed transform and an active contour model (ACM)
was proposed [29]. The watershed transform is used to get the
initial contour whereas the active contour model is used to
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converge to the exact edge. The watershed transform treats
an image containing a tongue as a surface where dark regions
are low and light regions are high, then the transform finds
watershed ridge lines between high and low regions and
catchment basins in low regions. The tongue region gener-
ally corresponds to the light region. Next, the curves of tongue
image are drawn toward the edges and kept smooth and con-
tinuous by means of energy minimization in the parametric
active contour model. The authors reported that 96.7% of the
120 tongue image were segmented properly. Nonetheless, the
more details on the surface of the tongue, the harder the seg-
mentation process will be.

A research utilizing JSEG, an approach for unsupervised
segmentation in two independent stages of color quantization
and spatial segmentation [30], was employed to partition the
tongue into several homogenous areas [31]. This was followed
by applying a priori template for detecting tongue substance
and coat. Next, color classification was performed by a nearest
neighbor classifier. Based on 600 samples, their color sepa-
ration results achieved more than 90% agreement with TCM
practitioners’ opinion, but the authors did not perform any
significance test on the accuracy of their method.

4.1.3. Diagnosis on tongue inspection
A systematic diagnostic supporting system of tongue inspec-
tion using several logic scores based on fuzzy theory was
developed to diagnose syndromes such as deficiency syn-
drome, excess syndrome, coldness syndrome, and heat
syndrome [25]. It mainly focuses on coldness and heat syn-
dromes in which five grades of color (pale white, pale, light
red, reddened, and deep red), five grades of color of fur (white,
slight yellow, yellow, dark yellow, and black), and five grades
of wetness–dryness are used. On the other hand, for analyz-
ing the condition of deficiency and excess syndromes, the
shape of the tongue and the thickness of fur are employed.
For each condition, seven grades of diagnostic outcomes are
labeled with input from TCM experts (e.g. seriously cold, mod-
erately cold, slightly cold, normal, slightly hot, moderately
hot, seriously hot). Fuzzy rules are then constructed to con-
nect different diagnostic labels (input) and tongue diagnostic
outcomes (output). The relevance between tongue inspec-
tion by TCM experts and their systems derived from those
fuzzy rules are verified on 20 healthy volunteers for coldness
and heat syndromes. Their results demonstrated 90% coin-
cidences. However, there is a lack of system testing on sick
patients and it is hard to tell how accurate the system would
be on those sick patients’ data.

A multi-layered feed forward neural network and error
back-propagation learning rule with RGB histograms as inputs
were used to analyze the patients’ tongue colors [26]. Fea-
tures used include tongue color (light pink, rose pink, red,
purple or blue), tongue thickness, tongue shape (round, tri-
angle), fur color (white, yellow, black), fur thickness, degree of
wetness, and fur shape. Assuming tongue color is the most
crucial factor, their neural network performance for analyz-
ing the tongue color ranges from 16.7% to 77.8%. Similar to the

previous work by Watsuji et al. [25], the approach only tested
on healthy patients.

Parallel coordinate visualization and integration of fuzzy
sets were used to classify five health states which reflect can-
b i o m e d i c i n e 8 8 ( 2 0 0 7 ) 283–294

cers, based on six features extracted from a set of 34 tongue
images [23]. The five health states are healthy, history of can-
cers, history of Polyps, Polyps, and Colon Cancer. The six
features are texture features related to energy and entropy,
chromatic dimensions of a* and b* color space, the rough-
ness and the amount of cracks on the tongue. The parallel
coordinate approach is capable to deal with that which other
generally used clustering and classification methods such as
K-means, C4.5, SVM and neural networks failed to achieve.
Additionally, this study has provided a platform for future
work of a complicated visualization by integrating fuzzy sets
and the three-dimensional parallel coordinate approach when
a much larger dataset is available.

A Bayesian network is a causal probabilistic network that
compactly represents a joint probability distribution (JPD)
among variables of interest. Discrete Bayesian networks were
employed to model the relationship between the quantitative
chromatic cum textural features and diseases [27]. In addition
to the commonly used RGB color space, they also employed
CIEYxy, CIELUV, and CIELAB color spaces [32], for the extrac-
tion of quantitative color features. The effectiveness of the
method was evaluated on a group of 455 patients affected by
13 common diseases as well as other 70 healthy volunteers,
and the accuracy of diagnostic results predicted by the pre-
viously trained Bayesian network classifiers achieved 75.8%.
Nevertheless, the method was only compared with the near-
est neighbor classifier. Bayesian networks were also used to
establish the relationship between quantitative chromatic-
textural features and diseases [28]. The system could identify
six groups: healthy, pulmonary heart disease, appendicitis,
gastritis, pancreatitis and bronchitis with accuracy higher
than 75% of the 544 tongue images tested. Nevertheless, four
groups of diseases were poorly classified.

4.2. Auscultation

According to the TCM theory, states of Ying and Yang which
correspond to changes in the viscera function, may lead to
changes in voice. Computational methods to address aus-
cultation in TCM diagnosis are scarce at the moment due
to the lack of objective assessment and accurate quantifica-
tion. Nonetheless, a few studies have been done in this area.
The rationale is any malfunction of an internal organ would
change the pattern of voice, which is detectable through pat-
tern analysis.

Acoustic parameters of voice were proposed in order to pro-
vide a quantitative analysis of auscultation in TCM diagnosis
[33]. It was discovered that the most commonly used voice
parameters, pitch frequency or pitch variations, the power of
the voice, and the speed of speech, are useless in analyzing the
changes in patients’ voice. Among the four proposed param-
eters of the average number of zero-crossings, the variations
in local peaks and valleys, the variations in first and second
formant frequencies, and the spectral energy ratio, two tempo-
ral parameters, the average number of zero-crossings and the
variations in local peaks and valleys, outperformed the other

two frequencies parameters in classifying 40–60 voices of non-
vacuity and deficient patients. The authors also proposed a
reasonable choice of the utterance, such as the vowel ‘a’, to be
pronounced by the patients for the discrimination purpose.
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c o m p u t e r m e t h o d s a n d p r o g r a m s

hile the results presented in the paper are adequate, it will
e interesting for future research to classify more groups of
atients based on the parameters defined in this study and
o explore additional parameters which may be suitable for
istinguishing patients with different conditions.

The fractal dimension (FD) parameter was proposed to
ompute the speech characteristics related to production
rregularities [34]. The difference in complexity in the test
entences, each pronounced three times by patients, was
ompared using the dynamic time warping (DTW) technique.
lthough the same sentence was read by the same patient

hree times, the distributions of FD values each time were
ot exactly the same to each other. Based on 9–16 voices for
ach class, the classification result between the deficient and
ormal patients exceeds 85%. The authors also claimed that
he classification accuracy using FD values was more effective
han the acoustic parameters suggested by Chiu et al. [33]. In
hese studies, we noticed that only a small set of data were
sed. However, much more data will usually be required to
ssure good performance in the fielded system. Since these
tudies were based on parametric approaches, it will be moti-
ating to attempt nonparametric techniques or the integration
f both.

.3. Pulse analysis

he rationale for pulse analysis is based on the fact that
lood travels at different pace at different organs, resulting
n different shapes which allow characterization of the health
ondition of a particular organ. Pulse waves are usually mea-
ured at six points near the wrists of both of the patient’s
ands. The different points are correlated to different organs

35] as shown in Table 3. Subjective pulse diagnosis is very
ifficult to learn and many times accurate subjective pulse
iagnosis can only be made by TCM practitioners after years of
xperiences. Therefore, a computational system to accurately
iagnose pulse waves is highly desirable.

Before analyzing the pulse wave data using computational
pproaches, a measurement equipment needs to be used to
ecord pulse waves. It comprises input of two parts, one is to

easure the pulse waves using a condenser microphone with
mplifiers and Bessel filters, allowing the transmission of the
ulse waves into the computer via an A/D converter. The other
art is to weigh the pressure when the condenser microphone

s pressed against the patient’s wrist. The condenser micro-

hone uses the same principle as that of the phonocardiogram
hich is employed in the Western medicine to analyze the
eart condition. Next, the input waves are analyzed using the
raphical expression and the derivative method. The visual

Table 3 – Different pulse-measuring points on wrists
and their corresponding organs

Right hand Left hand

Cun Middle chest, lung Heart
Guan Stomach, spleen Gall, liver
Ci Big intestine, left kidney Small intestine, bladder,

right kidney
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representation of the pulse waves facilitates inexperienced
TCM practitioners to distinguish the disease and normal ones.
A derivative method is used to normalize the pulse waves to
allow clearer comparisons.

The advantage of pulse analysis includes a correlation
study among different affected organs. While blood tests and
ultrasound scanning enable detection of liver problems, there
is no approach other than TCM pulse analysis which allows
assessment of how liver problems affect other organs such
as spleen, stomach, lung and gall bladder [36]. Their results
for the 85 patients with possible liver problems indicated that
the meridian theory and pulse analysis have physiological
and pathological importance. Furthermore, the 24 patients
with liver cirrhosis were found to possess splenomegaly and
abdominal wall venous collateral, suggesting that the related
organs such as spleen and spleen meridian are also affected
in severe liver problems.

In a more recent work, a quantitative system for pulse diag-
nosis was built based on Bayesian networks to construct the
mapping relationships between pulse wave parameters and
pulse types [37]. The pulse is classified into seven types: float-
ing, sinking, moderate, rapid, knotted, intermittent, feeble,
replete, slippery, hesitant, and wiry, according to the following
seven factors: depth, width, length, frequency, rhythm, qual-
ity, and strength. The probabilistic reasoning module based on
Bayesian networks consists of discovering dependency rela-
tionship module, parameter learning and reasoning module.
Their results showed that the system predicted the pulse types
at 84% accuracy level. However, the pulse parameters utilized
in the system might not be discriminated enough for diagnos-
ing pulse types on small sample sizes, which have inherent
deprivation of correspondence among pulse samples them-
selves.

4.4. TCM expert systems

TCM expert systems have great usefulness to medical practi-
tioners and general publics. Expert systems allow generation
of clinical alerts and accurate interpretations or diagnosis.
The high erroneous rate of 80% for gastric ulcer treatment
using TCM (World Health Organization, 2002) highlighted the
need of reliable expert system for TCM. The design of such
systems has been actively researched for years. Many TCM
expert sytems embrace the four diagnostic methods: inspec-
tion, auscultation and olfaction, inquiring, and palpation. The
choice of algorithm for knowledge acquisition or data min-
ing, is a crucial consideration in the development of TCM
expert system. The most important step is to create abstract
rules from a large number of cases. A number of factors, such
as problem definition, feasibility study, and user’s demand
investigation, must be considered in the design of an expert
system. The techniques used for TCM expert system include
Bayesian approach, weighted summation, and ontology. Some
TCM expert systems and their approaches are summarized
in Table 4 and discussed below. Many systems adopt hybrid
approaches for better performance.
Motivated by the widely use of Bayesian methods in the
medical system which posed some limitations such as low
performance in solving the contradiction between the low fre-
quency of a disease manifestation and the high specificity
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Table 4 – TCM diagnosis systems and their approaches

System Approaches References

Electronic-Brain Medical Erudite
(EBME)/Medical Expert System (MES)

Weighted summation, such as algebraic sum method Xiao et al. [38], Yan et al. [39]

Chinese Medical Diagnostic System
(CMDS)

Ontology Huang and Chen [40]

A self-learning expert system A hybrid Bayesian network learning algorithm,
Nave–Bayes classifiers

Wang et al. [1]

Traditional Chinese Medicine Sizheng Analysis packages of tongue and facial images, odor, Zheng and Wu [41]

Integrated Recorder and aided
syndrome Differentiator (TCM-SIRD)

speech and pulse

of the manifestation, the algebraic sum method, a kind of
weighted summation method, was proposed in the develop-
ment of the Electronic-Brain Medical Erudite (EBME) [38]. EBME
has the Enormous Knowledge Base of Disease Diagnosis Cri-
teria (EKBDDC) as its essence. EKBDDC depicts approximately
4000 items of diagnostic information for 1001 diagnostic enti-
ties [42]. Aimed at automating the knowledge engineering
processes, avoiding repeated labor, and standardizing medical
information processing, the description of each item of diag-
nostic information utilizes the most commonly used names
and terms. Additionally, each diagnostic item has a unique
one-to-one code, made possible by the creation of a diagnostic
information base (DIB) in which about 5000 items of diagnostic
information was preliminary prepared. A useful aspect of the
system is a disease group diagnosis prior to a disease diagno-
sis. Each disease group comprises several, or a maximum of
30, diseases.

The improved diagnostic accuracy of using empirical
method of weighted summation compared to that of using
Bayesian algorithm [38], motivated the adoption of the
approach for the construction of large-scale Medical Expert
System (MES) [39]. Knowledge acquisition (KA) is usually the
bottleneck of building knowledge-based system. A medical
KA/management system is constructed using a three-tier dis-
tributed client/server architecture and the knowledge is stored
in the system in three knowledge bases. An 8-digit numeric
indexing system with a weight value is used to assist the
knowledge representation in the knowledge bases and infor-
mation retrieval on the Internet.

Chinese Medical Diagnostic System (CMDS) [40] contains an
integrated medical ontology and was designed to be online.
The role of the ontologies used in this system is to capture
domain knowledge and provide a standardized understanding
of a medical domain, hence facilitating acquisition, veri-
fication, and maintenance by both human and machines.
The prototype of CMDS can diagnose about 50 types of
diseases by using over 500 rules and 600 images for vari-
ous diseases. CMDS also includes pictures of Chinese herbal
medicine with appropriate explanation on their usages. CMDS
can diagnose stomachache, vomiting, hiccups, diaphragmati-
tis, bellyache, diarrhea, dysentery, constipation, jaundice and
tympanites.

Wang et al. [1] developed a self-learning expert system for

diagnosis in TCM using a hybrid Bayesian network learning
algorithm, Nave–Bayes classifiers with a novel score-based
strategy for feature selection and a method for mining con-
strained association rules. The learned knowledge is provided
in multiple forms comprising causal diagram, association and
reasoning rules derived from classifiers.

Traditional Chinese Medicine Sizheng Integrated Recorder and
aided syndrome Differentiator (TCM-SlRD) was developed to
record the four diagnostic aspects of TCM [41]. The TCM-
SIRD framework encompasses five analysis packages, they are
Tongue Image Analysis Package (TIAP), Facial Image Analysis
Package (FIAP), Odour Analysis Package (OAP), Speech Anal-
ysis Package (SAP), and Pulse-wave Analysis Package (PAP).
The framework is divided into three parts: sensor modules,
peripheral sensor circuits, and Sizheng Information Server.
The sensor modules consist of a piezo-electricity transducer
for measuring the pressure points, an odor sensor module
and a microphone for collecting the voice of patients, and
a CCD camera for capturing the images of patients’ tongue
and faces. The peripheral sensor circuits serve to transform
the four types of diagnostics information obtained from the
sensor modules to current or voltage signals. The Sizheng
Information Server is used to configure sensor parameters and
to merge the data. Although a clinical case of TCM-SIRD was
mentioned, no quantification results were revealed on how
accurate the TCM-SIRD was in TCM diagnosis.

5. Other biomedical mining systems for
TCM

Other biomedical mining systems are not directly related to
TCM formulations or diagnosis. Some systems aim to dis-
cover relationships among various TCM-related components.
For example, the Individual Diagnosis and Treatment Sys-
tem (IDTS) aims to mine association rules between Chinese
medicine symptoms and the indications of patients [43]. Wang
et al. [44,45] combined cluster analysis and Bayesian networks
to find causal relationships in TCM in a kidney study. Shim
and Xu [46] proposed a data mining model for an oriental
medicine, including TCM, through Bayesian Ying Yang (BYY)
Binary Independent Factor Analysis (IFA). Other systems aim
at finding the genes and proteins related to TCM symptom
complexes from both TCM and modern biomedical literature
by utilizing machine learning, text mining and web infor-
mation techniques [47–49]. Yang et al. [50] proposed a Prior
knowledge Support Vector Machine (P-SVM) to build an Infor-

mation Management System of TCM Syndrome. A summary
of the biomedical mining systems is given in Table 5.

In the Individual Diagnosis and Treatment System (IDTS),
[43] generated results on the topic ‘Relationship between Chi-
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Table 5 – Other TCM biomedical mining systems

Study Approaches References

Individual Diagnosis and Treatment
System (IDTS)

Association rule mining He et al. [43]

Causal discovery in TCM on a kidney
study

Combination of hierarchical cluster approach and
Bayesian networks

Wang et al. [44]

A data mining model for TCM Bayesian Ying Yang (BYY) Binary Independent Factor
Analysis (IFA) including harmony learning and model
selection

Shim and Xu [46]

Discovery of genes and proteins related to
TCM symptom complexes

Combination of machine learning, text mining and web
information techniques

Wu et al. [47], Zhou et al. [48]
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and endocrine system.
Information Management System of TCM Syndrome was

developed based on Prior knowledge Support Vector Machine
Information Management System of TCM
Syndrome

Prior knowledge Su

ese Medicine Symptom and the indication of patients’ as
ssociation rules. Clinical data of 740 patients were gathered
ithout restriction by Beijing Xi Yuan and another three hos-
itals. Then, data were cleaned up to ensure the uniqueness of
he patients’ ID, the drugs code standardization and medicinal
reparation standardization. With association rule mining, it
as observed that the number of rules generated decreased
ith higher confidence constraints and the support is low for
ost of the rules. It was suggested that the incomplete original

ata might contribute to the poor result.
Wang et al. [44] combined cluster analysis and Bayesian

etworks in TCM in a kidney study. The hierarchical clus-
er approach is used to assist causal discovery and Bayesian
etworks are used to explain relationships among variables

n each cluster. A stepwise approach to network structural
earning is proposed where a subnetwork over a larger cluster
s constructed by combining several subnetworks over small
lusters whenever these small clusters are grouped together.

Shim and Xu [46] proposed a data mining model for an ori-
ntal medicine, including TCM, through Bayesian Ying Yang
BYY) Binary Independent Factor Analysis (IFA) which was
mplemented in a three-layer structure that has two types of
earning algorithms in two steps. In the first step, BYY har-

ony learning (i.e. to consider the joint distribution of x, y
ia two types of Bayesian decomposition of the joint den-
ity q(z|y)q(y) = q(z, y), p(z, y) = p(y|z)p(z)) and model selection
i.e. to decide the number of k hidden independent factors)
re proposed for Binary IFA. In the second step, a supervised
earning algorithm is proposed which is capable of adaptive
earning and can determine the number of independent fac-
ors and then separate them from the observed mixed data.
hey obtained an accuracy of 90.5% on diagnosing from 300
ample data.

Utilizing machine learning, text mining and web informa-
ion techniques, the genes and proteins related to symptom
omplexes can be found from both TCM and modern biomed-
cal literature, hence connecting both TCM and modern
ife sciences [47,48]. Symptom complex is a holistic clini-
al disease concept reflecting the dynamic, functional, and
patio-temporal disease status of human body. A symptom
omplex may occur in several different diseases whereas a

isease may have several symptom complexes describing it.
or example, Kidney YangXu refers to tens to hundreds dis-
ases whereas diabetes can be described by several symptom
omplexes such as Kidney YangXu, YingYangLiangXu, and
Vector Machine (P-SVM) Yang et al. [50]

QiYingLiangXu. There are some similarities between the char-
acteristics of symptom complexes and those of genome and
proteome as exemplified by polymorphism and dynamic asso-
ciations of biological players. In fact, Kidney YangXu was
reported to be associated with the expression of C1q-related
factor (CRF) [49]. Data mining was performed on the fol-
lowing databases: Chinese medicine, formulation, chemical
substance, and disease. These are then linked to biomedical
literature database MEDLINE4 to perform TCM data mining
and knowledge discovery. Concurrently, information such as
hospitals, drug products, and diseases information can be
retrieved.

Zhou et al. [48] used disease principles as connecting
points between symptom complex and genes/gene products.
The information on evidence disease relationships such as
the clinical diseases names, are retrieved using bootstrap-
ping from TCM literature whereas the relationships between
diseases and genes/gene products are retrieved from MED-
LINE based on term co-occurrence. They acquired the gene
nomenclature information from the HUGO Nomenclature
Committee5, which has 17,888 approved gene symbols. They
hypothesized that the relevant genes belonging to the same
symptom complex will have some biological interactions. In
addition, since TCM symptom complex encompasses the con-
cept of spatio-temporal functions, it is interesting to explore
the interactions among genes and proteins in the context of
symptom complexes, which will add a new perspective to the
quest in system biology which aims to integrate biological
data in order to understand how biological systems function.
In their preliminary results, from 5061 disease evidence rela-
tionships, they managed to find out 110 terms of symptom
complex, 634 disease terms, 13,277 gene–disease relationships
which include 2958 gene terms. In a subsequent study, they
discovered 790 terms of symptom complex, 2763 terms of
disease terms, and 1100 pairs of disease and symptom com-
plex. The results of seven relevant diseases of Kidney YangXu
relating to genes in MEDLINE indicate that Kidney YangXu
symptom complex is related to nervous system, immunology,
4 http://www.nlc.nlm.ncbi.gov.
5 http://www.gene.ucl.ac.uk/nomenclature/.

http://www.nlc.nlm.ncbi.gov
http://www.gene.ucl.ac.uk/nomenclature/
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(P-SVM) [50], which was based on traditional SVM. P-SVM is
used to perform classification of TCM syndrome literal infor-
mation. P-SMO, a Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO)-like
algorithm [51], is used to train the model on the sample dataset
of approximately 400,000 entries with confidence characteris-
tic to produce the final classifier. Their results indicated that
there is a significant improvement on classification accuracy,
reaching 95% accuracy rate, with the use of strong expert
knowledge.

6. Knowledge base grid for TCM

Grid is a computing model in which many networked
computers are modelled as a virtual computer architec-
ture to integrate services, share coordinated resources and
solve problems across distributed, heterogeneous and multi-
institutional virtual organizations with proper standards and
security provisioning [52,53]. Knowledge Base Grid for TCM
is useful for TCM knowledge discovery and exchange among
TCM practitioners and researchers worldwide, instead of sole
dependencies on databases provided by individual institu-
tions. A domain-oriented TCM Knowledge Base Grid was
developed on the semantic web to collect basic concepts,
terms, rules, and cases of TCM [9,54]. They also suggested a
Grid Ontology which attempts to enable Grid intelligence. The
semantic web is based on Resource Description Framework
(RDF) metadata techniques and XML data representation.
The development of TCM Knowledge Base Grid was initially
based on Open Grid Service Architecture (OGSA) [55], but
they discovered that OGSA could not provide proper database
resource integration, registration, and discovery. Thus, they
introduce a framework comprising three components: Virtual
Open Knowledge Base (VOKB), Knowledge Base Index (KBI),
and Semantic Browser. VOKB comprises many distributed
knowledge bases, which are built using many knowledge
sources. The databases included are patient record databases,
TCM medicine databases, traditional Chinese drug database,
TCM literature databases, traditional Tibetan drug database,
etc. KBI is the information depository of VOKBs and serves
as a linker between VOKB and Semantic Browser. Semantic
Browser supports TCM concepts browsing and TCM knowl-
edge management. Depending on TCM ontology standard
which can be a public reference, different VOKBs can com-
municate with each other. In the TCM Knowledge Base Grid,
both the KBI and all the VOKBs are constructed based on
the same TCM public ontology. In order to provide a unified
web-accessible knowledge resources, the TCM ontology were
rebuilt using Protégé 2000 [56], which was developed by Med-
ical Informatics of Stanford University.

7. Future trends

Unprecedented growth in both the production of biomedical
data and the amount of published literature on TCM research,

highlights the importance of proper data mining. Although
there are increasing efforts to make Chinese-language data
sources as efficient and effective as possible, time-consuming
and manual searchings are still predominant.
b i o m e d i c i n e 8 8 ( 2 0 0 7 ) 283–294

The holistic and systematic approach of TCM and the
research of diseases, drugs and molecules of modern biology,
will complement each other. Computational tools for knowl-
edge discovery in these two fields will play a pivotal role in the
improvements of human healths. Herein, we provided some
important challenges crucial in TCM study.

While Western medicine currently employs pure, single
compounds, TCM has long used multiple combinations of
medicinal herbs to treat and relieve the symptoms of many dif-
ferent human diseases. The multi-component and synergistic
nature of TCM is important in pharmaceutical development. It
is crucial to identify and improve the efficacy of the active prin-
cipals of herbs both singly and in combination—from active
ingredients, active fractions, and active herbal formulations.
There are thus complicated relationships among a large num-
ber of TCM ingredients, their efficacy, toxicity, indication, etc.
Effective computational approaches need to be investigated to
reveal the relationships among various TCM components.

Some preliminary studies have already been conducted
to find out the relations between TCM and biomedicine. For
example, disease principles could serve as connecting points
between symptom complex and gene/gene products. Through
text mining in both TCM literature and MEDLINE, it is possible
to explore the interactions among genes and proteins in the
context of symptom complex. This opens a new perspective in
system biology which aims to integrate biological data in order
to understand how biological system function. As one of the
promising future directions, it is possible to explore gene reg-
ulatory networks or protein–protein interactions through the
knowledge revealed from TCM symptom complex.

For TCM diagnosis, most proposed TCM expert systems rely
on Bayesian networks (BNs) as it is natural to capture casual
relationships in complicated features obtained in TCM diag-
nosis. Besides, prior knowledge can also be easily represented
by BNs. However, it is well-known that BN topology learning
becomes intractable when the number of features grows dra-
matically. It is therefore crucial to identify essential features
relevant to TCM diagnosis through some effective computa-
tional methods.

Computational methods for TCM generate poorer results
than those of Western medicine. The main reason is that infor-
mation from ontologies are not well used. Although there have
been several TCM approaches employing different ontologies,
standardized ontology seems absolutely necessary. More-
over, TCM literature needs to be semantically annotated and
actively linked to ontologies and knowledge in databases.

Computational approaches play bidirectional roles in
bridging the gap between the TCM and Western medicine
research. At present, the computational methods for TCM
have mainly been developed in China, Hong Kong or Taiwan.
Both computational and experimental efforts have been made
to relate the TCM components and those of Western medicine,
in order to demonstrate the effectiveness of TCM scientifically.
At the same time, these relationships are crucial for defin-
ing standards for evaluating computational methods for TCM
and identifying specific requirements and potential applica-

tions. Ultimately, integrated knowledge systems for querying
and analysis will be delivered by computational methods. To
achieve the aim of bridging their gap, computational tools
have to be bilingual and user friendly so that they are acces-
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ible by experts of both fields. Moreover, to deal with the
xponentially growing data, application of Knowledge Base
rid for TCM will definitely be useful.

Finally, the development of standards for evaluating
arious computational tools for TCM is necessary as the con-
truction of such evaluation benchmarks are potential to drive
he significant developments of computational methods for
CM.
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